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Abstract 

Apriori algorithm in data mining is one of the most frequently 
used algorithm for finding the frequent itemset in database. 
Efficiency has been concerned for several years in data mining 
for finding frequent itemsets. Various improved version of 
Apriori algorithm are proposed. This paper presents an idea 
about the improved versions of Apriori algorithm and their 
performance comparison with Apriori algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Apriori is a seminal algorithm proposed by R.Agarwal and 
R.Srikant [1] [2]. Many research have been done to make 
mining frequent itemsets [4] efficient and scalable. The name of 
the Apriori based on the fact that the algorithm uses prior 
Knowledge to find the frequent itemset. It uses a property ‘Any 
subset of a large itemset must be large’Apriori algorithm works 
in two steps: join and prune step. In join step a set Lkis find and 
in prune step the itemset are compared with fixed minimum 
support and those that are less than the minimum support are 
deleted from Lk and a superset Ck is formed. Apriori algorithm 
suffers from several deficiencies: two many scans of database 
and generate a huge number of candidate sets. To overcome 
these deficiencies various techniques like hash-based technique, 
partitioning, transaction reduction, sampling, improved version 
of Apriori algorithm is proposed. 

Table 1: Notation 

Lk Set of large k-itemsets 
Ck Set of candidate k-itemsets 
Lk Set of Infrequent Itemsets 

 

2. HDO Apriori 

 High Definition Oriented (HDO) Apriori [3] proposed idea of 
deletion of infrequent itemsets with lower dimensions. We can 
obtain a higher efficiency than that of original Apriori algorithm 
when dimension of data is high. HDO Apriori made changes in 
prune function of Apriori algorithm. By this functionality it can 
delete infrequent itemset. This algorithm introduces a new 
variable Lkin which infrequent itemsetare inserted into it instead 
of being deleted. To indicate whether an is frequent or not a flag 
item is added to indicate. To tackle the deficiency of Apriori 
Algorithm it purposed an opinion of  deleting multiple 
infrequent itemsets during just one scan of candidate itemsets. 

3. APFT  Algorithm 

 APFT algorithm [5] is a combination of two algorithm that is 
FP Growth and Apriori algorithm from FP-Growth it uses a FP-
Tree structure that defines in it. APFT algorithm construct a FP-
tree in the beginning like the FP-Growth [7], such that all the 
branches include the items and generates the candidate itemsets 
using the Apriori algorithm’s candidate-generate method. APFT 
algorithm removes the drawbacks of FP-Growth algorithm that 
FP-Growth algorithm fails when database is sparse or lot of 
frequent pattern result in more use of main memory. AFPT 
algorithm works on two steps; it constructs the FP-Tree as FP-
Growth do. In second step, it use Apriori algorithm to mine the 
FP-tree. FP-tree use the divide and conquer strategy for mining 
process In second step it requires additional node table named 
NTable. NTable have two fields: Item-Name and Item support. 
APFT does not require extra spaces on the mining process. So, 
APFT has a better space scalability. 
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4. Problem Statement 

    Compare the performance of different purposed improved 
Apriori algorithms and find how much efficiency they improve. 
Efficiency depends upon the various factors like value of 
minimum support[6], accuracy, number of records, etc. 

5. Experimental Result 

In this experiment, value of minimum support is change and its 
effect is seen on original Apriori and the HDO Apriori. 

 

Figure 1: The comparison of runtime at different minimum 
supports between the original Apriori and the improved Apriori. 
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Figure 2: The comparision of runtime at different minimum 
supports between APFT, FP-growth, Apriori. 

6. Conclusion 

 This paper represents the study of different improved version of 
Apriori Algorithm and their performance comparison with 
original Apriori Algorithm. Although every improved Apriori 
Algorithm purposed an improvement in efficiency of original 
Apriori Algorithm but still it needs research to find how much 
improvement these algorithm purposed. 
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